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Dorling Kindersley Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Learn to design and code games using Scratch, inspired by the Star Wars (TM)
universe!Star Wars Coding Projects is a step-by-step visual guide to designing and coding in Scratch.
The setting is as big as your imagination. Your favourite Star Wars characters will guide you through
fun projects, animations, and games as you learn how to create and code. Draw your own Star Wars
(TM) inspired sprites to use in the projects. You re the director as you navigate the spaceship you ve
designed through the asteroid belt you imagined as you go on the jetpack adventures you brought
to life. Learn essential coding skills, share the sprites you drew with friends, and even challenge
your pals to beat your high scores in the games you designed. Each project lists the sprites you ll
have fun creating through simple, numbered steps that are fully illustrated and easy to follow.
Coding games have never been so fun, with Star Wars characters to guide you.The six projects in
the book are:- Dodge asteroids- Fly with a jetpack- Escape enemies- Design your own droid- Send a
droid on...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is fantastic. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am pleased to explain how this is the greatest ebook i actually have go through in
my personal daily life and can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Mr. Zachariah O'Hara-- Mr. Zachariah O'Hara

An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book
from my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Hank Ruecker DDS-- Hank Ruecker DDS
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